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Background: Causative factors and the molecular mechanisms underlying the fundamental etiology of 
congenital heart disease (CHD) remain still largely elusive. CHDs are often associated with complex 
syndromes, however majority of non-syndromic CHDs occur sporadically without a familial history of the 
disease or without a known Mendelian mode of inheritance. While syndromic CHDs have been shown to 
be associated with genetic changes in transcription factors, sporadic CHDs are thought to have a 
complex multifactorial origin with interplay of genetic and environmental effects and the frequency of 
mutations is shown to range from 0 to 3%. These observations indicate other possible causative 
mechanisms. We sought to investigate if somatic variations contribute to heart malformation phenotype 
and apply a comparative genomic approach to identify the changes in heart as compared to other DNA 
sources such as lymphocytes. In our model, we hypothesize that multiple somatic variations or 
functionally equivalent epigenetic or signaling aberrations at critical sites would generally be required to 
destabilize cardiac development.  
 

 

Materials/Methods: Using the next generation sequencing technology, we initiated a pilot study to 
examine the number of somatic variants present and the fraction of cells with these variants in 10 CHD 
patients. Exome sequencing was performed on heart tissues and matching blood sample obtained from 
the Heart Center Tissue Bank. Data analysis was done using a cancer Carnac pipeline and Ion torrent 
platform for validation. 
 

 

Results: Using a XHMM tool we identified a putative somatic CNV which is a 6Kb in frame deletion 
encompassing 5 exons of metaxin (MTX2) gene in one patient which was not detected in the controls. 
 

 

Conclusions: Based on the predicted coordinates, several hypotheses are currently being tested to 
examine the effect of variant on the CHD phenotype.  
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